The “World Cocoa” – participate, contribute and connect

Based on the method of the « World Café » provided freely on the web at www.theworldcafe.com

Presentation by Simon Schnetzer at the RSCE2 Preparatory Meeting in Abidjan, 10 February
The “World Cocoa” – key questions to discuss

ENGLISH: “World Cocoa”
- 3 consecutive sessions a 30 min with 3 topics -

A. Sustainable production and use of cocoa: what are your personal success stories and challenges?
B. How can you as an engaged stakeholder contribute to a more sustainable cocoa economy?
C. How could the RSCE help you in producing or using cocoa in a more sustainable way?

FRENCH: « cacao mondial »
- 3 séances consécutives de 30mn chacune sur 3 thèmes -

A. Production et consommation durable du cacao : quels sont vos réussites et vos défis ?
B. Comment pouvez vous contribuer en tant que partie prenante à accroître la durabilité cacaoyère ?
C. En quoi la table ronde vous peut aider à produire ou consommer du cacao plus durablement ?

Presentation by Simon Schnetzer
at the RSCE2 Preparatory Meeting in Abidjan 10 February
The “World Cocoa” – the setting

1. Cocoa tables
   • French and English tables
   • One moderator per table
   • 5-10 guests per table
2. Table moderator
   • Welcomes « guests »
   • Introduces question
   • Leads discussions
   • Visualizes results from discussion
3. « World Cocoa » guests
   • Introduce themselves and make brief statement
   • Contribute their knowledge, thinking and ideas
   • Help to visualize results
4. Poster gallery
   • Posting of the results in the facilities
   • Some moderators present results in Session 9
The “World Cocoa” – how it works

1. All tables discuss the same question, first A then B and C
2. A session is dedicated to one question and lasts 30 minutes
3. Table moderators invite 5-10 guests to their table
4. The table moderator presents the question
5. « Guests » are invited to introduce themselves and make a key statement
6. Discussion
7. Structuring and visualization of results
8. All names are noted on the paper
9. Paper is collected and pinned on the gallery
10. « old guests » are farewelled and asked to mix and continue the discussion on the next question at a different table